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Abstract. There are performance bottlenecks and scalability problems when traditional data-mining system is
used in cloud computing. In this paper, we present a data-mining platform based on cloud computing.
Compared with a traditional data mining system, this platform is highly scalable, has massive data processing
capacities ˈ is service-oriented, and has low hardware cost. This platform can support the design and
applications of a wide range of distributed data-mining systems.

1 Submitting the manuscript
With the rapid development of mobile Internet and the
Internet of things, huge amounts of data are produced in
every minute. Data has penetrated into each field of
industry and business functions. In the age of big data,if
we want to excavate implicit useful information from
nonholonomic, massive,noise and random data,wo must
improve the efficiency data mining algorithm. Cloud
computing is to provide dynamic resource,virtualization
and high available computing platform.Cloud computing
into data mining can solve the efficiency problem of
massive data mining.

2 Data mining and cloud computing
technology
[1-3]

Data mining
is the technology finding the valuable
information from large amounts of data by the analysis of
the data.The data mining process base on cloud
computing technology is basic consistent with the
traditional data mining ,which are made up of data
preparation,data mining,evaluation results of three stage
and explain the composition.With the information age
development resulting from the "big" data,data mining
tasks will bring forth the new through the old,to emphasis
on a large database of efficient and scalable data mining
technology.
Cloud computing[4-5]distributed the tasks to a large
number of computers resources pool,so that all
applications can access computing power, storage space
and information service according to the needs of. At the
same time, cloud computing is the development of
distributed computing and grid computing, parallel
computing[6].Cloud computing usually consists of the
following 3 levels of service: Saas,Iaas,Paas. Service
model as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The service model of cloud computing

Cloud computing technology requirements to put
compute nodes and storage nodes together.Task
scheduling assigns and executes tasks on the preservation
of equipment corresponding input file blocks as far as
possible. This method makes the most of the parallel
tasks to read the input data on the local machine,
reducing the network data flow effectively[7].
Distributed computing is one of the effective means to
solve the mass data mining tasks and improve the mass
data mining[8]. Cloud computing platform provides a
distributed file storage and parallel computing
ability,which is a good solution to the distributed memory
contained in distributed computing and parallel
computing in two levels of content[9]. A good framework
for the construction of cloud computing data mining
platform core support ability of distributed file system
and
distributed
parallel
computing[10].
The popular distributed file system has Google file
system (GFS), distributed file system(HDFS),the file
system(KFS),which can effectively solve the problem of
massive data storage.
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3 Cloud based data mining algorithm
Begin

The algorithm of data mining is the soul,only the most
efficient data mining algorithm in order to better
accomplish the task of data mining. But because of a
variety of data mining algorithms, there are also many
data types, the requirements of different types of data
mining algorithm is not the same.The most commonly
used data mining algorithm has the following categories.

Create a mining task

Set the data header files and algorithm
parameters

Start mining task

3.1. Classification algorithm
The main purpose of the classification algorithm is based
on the existing data sets for mining to find the other data,
and analysis of existing data sets and the discovery of
new data, and then find the principle of data classification.
This principle can be used to classify the data after
adding. Classification algorithms are suitable for
relational data consisting of tuple.

The results of query and display

End
Fig 2 Parallel data mining algorithms perform general

process

3.2 Cluster analysis
The main purpose of cluster analysis is find meaningful
data distribution pattern of new from the potential
data.The process is that the existing data is not specified
grouping rules in advance,while is divided into different
groups to miningn accordance with the data itself
characteristics. Cluster analysis is also used for relational
data consisting of tuple.

4 Based on the data mining system
based on Cloud Computing
The data mining system based on cloud computing is
built on the "cloud", transparent providing interface
services for a variety of terminal users,providing an open
interface for program based on for the development of the
system.The user can use indirect the various service by
calling the open interface provided by system.The user
does not need to know how the system is to achieve, no
need to worry about the computing and storage capacity
of the system,only need to select the appropriate
algorithm to process data,and ultimately to the way the
task for system deployment area executed to get the data
mining results[11].
The data mining system based on cloud computing can
adopts on-demand pay way.Enterprises or individuals for
a service can be directly through this platform to
obtain,which do not have to buy expensive software.The
data are mostly stored in storage cloud after the arrival of
the cloud Era so that the mining tool based cloud
computing platform based data become possible.

3.3 Association rules
The main purpose of the association rules is to find the
interesting association or correlation between sets of
items in large amounts of data. Association rules for data
type is relatively more,mainly is suitable for the
transaction type, transaction type and relation type
data.Association rule best suited for handling the variable
type is Boolean and numerical type.
Parallel mining algorithm is one of the key
technologies which can effectively use the basic ability
provided by loud computing platform.The general
process of parallel data mining algorithms such as shown
in figure 2.

5 Cloud computing system architecture
based on Data Mining
Cloud is a computational model based on the Internet,
public participation, whose computational resources
include computing power, storage capacity expansion and
is virtualization, and is to provide services to the user.
With the massive data increasing, diversification, and
personalized data mining to strong demand,the traditional
centralized data mining methods cannot adapt. Cloud
computing become efficient way to solve the problem of
massive
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data mining because of its huge storage capacity and
computing ability of elastic changes.
Hadoop cloud computing framework is an open source
distributed system architecture widely used[12]. Users can
easily build private cloud platform. Because not needing
to understand the development of distributed applications
distributed the underlying details of the case, the user can
make full use of the ability of cluster computing and
high-speed storage.
The current cloud computing data analysis and
processing widely use distributed development
framework for dealing with similar MapReduce. It can
execute in parallel massive data collection and analysis
tasks in a large number of PC machine.This model can
highly abstraction the complex operation in large -scale
cluster parallel computing on process of to two functions:
Map and Reduce[12].
In the stage of Map,the Map/Reduce framework will
split the input data into a large number of data
segments,and each data fragment is assigned to a Map
task. Each Map task will be to its assigned to Key-Value
to calculate, to generate an intermediate result,then all
intermediate results with the same Key value of the Value
pass to the Reduce function after the calculation.
In the stage of Reduce,each Reduce task take the two
tuples Key-Value as input.Two tuple will call the Reduce

function to merge with Value, and set the formation of a
smaller Value,and each Reduce function call has only 0
or 1 value output. Each stage of the task execution are
supporting fault tolerance.If one or more nodes appear
error in the calculation of the process will be
automatically re allocation of tasks to other nodes.
This paper designs the data mining system based on
cloud computing technology,the overall structure as
shown in Figure 3.The nodes in the system are divided
into two categories:MainCtrlNode and WorkNode.
MainCtrlNode in the system consists of NameNode, data
warehouse,JobTracker,SecondaryNameNode,data mining
algorithms library.WorkerNode consists of TaskTracker,DataNode,which is responsible for actual storage
and computational work.NameNode manages file system
metadata,which is the main server of distributed file
system and implement open,closed,operation,rename of
the file system.DataNode is responsible for handling
customer read and write requests,to store the actual
data,in accordance with the NameNode command,
performs the data block copy,delete,create work.We
apply data mining to be used in the data set to uploaded
to the data warehouse,NameNode will automatically
block files and data redundancy storage to each
DataNode. SecondaryNameNode assisted NameNode
processing image files and transaction log.
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Fig 3 The overall architecture of data mining system diagram based on cloud computing technology
This paper designs the data mining system based on
system and implement open,closed,operation,rename of
cloud computing technology,the overall structure as
the file system. DataNode is responsible for handling
shown in Figure 3.The nodes in the system are divided
customer read and write requests,to store the actual
Into two categories: MainCtrlNode and WorkNode.
data,in accordance with the NameNode command,
MainCtrlNode in the system consists of NameNode,data
performs the data block copy,delete,create work.We
warehouse,JobTracker,SecondaryNameNode,data mining
apply data mining to be used in the data set to uploaded
algorithms library.WorkerNode consists of Taskto the data warehouse,NameNode will automatically
Tracker,DataNode,which is responsible for actual storage
block files and data redundancy storage to each
and computational work.NameNode manages file system
DataNode. SecondaryNameNode assisted NameNode
metadata,which is the main server of distributed file
processing image files and transaction log.
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6 Conclusion
Massive data information and powerful computing and
data processing capabilities of cloud computing provide
powerful support for data mining. Through the analysis
of the data mining and the cloud computing technology,
this paper proposes the architecture of data mining
platform based on cloud computing,for enterprise and
individual user data mining task provides a good solution.
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